
Trade crypto with fastest crypto exchange. Over 700
tradable coins / tokens and over 3000 active pairs.



ABOUT
InterledgerSwap.com is a decentralized cryPto-to-crypto swap
platform, with an XLS token to back its utility and liquidity.
InterledgerSwap strives to make crossborder payments more
efficient by providing fast transactions, low fees, and anonymity.
InterledgerSwap also works to solve problems such as reliance on
centralized exchanges that limit withdrawals and transfers, while
avoiding regulations.

With our crypto exchange, you can trade over 700 coins/tokens
and 3000 active pairs quickly and easily. This is just the
beginning as our platform continues to grow and improve over
time. As you make a swap, our XLS token provides liquidity, and
each transaction takes only 5-10 minutes to complete. This speed
is unprecedented and ensures that you can access your funds
quickly



BENEFITS OF
InterledgerSwap provides users with the ability to securely swap crypto into any external 
wallet quickly and anonymously without needing a login account or KYC requirements. With 
InterledgerSwap, users can access all coins available for trading with full liquidity in the 
market which can be completed in as little as 5 to 10 minutes. InterledgerSwap also offers low 
fees based on each swap, making it more affordable than traditional exchanges.

InterledgerSwap’s XLS token is backed by utility, providing cross-border payment solutions 
along with partnerships with institutions, banks and investors. InterledgerSwap also helps 
replace the dollar for cross-border payments with fast, stable, and low fees through the XLS
token holders can earn airdrops of XLS for holding 5000 or more tokens.

InterledgerSwap provides not only an efficient way to transfer funds across borders but also 
solves problems created by reliance on centralized exchanges. InterledgerSwap eliminates the 
limitation of withdrawals, and transfers, and avoids regulations. InterledgerSwap also provides 
users with anonymity by not requiring a login account or KYC requirements.

HOW INTERLEDGERSWAP
SOLVES PROBLEMS
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Founder



PARTNERSHIPS

CONTACT US

SOCIAL MEDIA
We already have partnerships with impressive organizations

andplatforms such as Steemit, Publish0x, CoinPedia, and more! As
the exchange expands, we hope to partner with more and bigger

platforms. As XLS holders, you can bene t from our potential
partnerships as your holdings will grow in value as more and more

users join this growing community.

@InterledgerSwap

@interledgerswap

Interledgerswap

InterLedgerSwap

www.interledgerswap.com
Contact@cryptointerledger.com

https://twitter.com/InterledgerSwap?t=XKNrwWBnnbTu9ZiWcJ2JJw&s=09
https://www.instagram.com/interledgerswap/
https://www.facebook.com/people/Interledgerswap/100088235943865/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/interledgerswap/
https://interledgerswap.com/

